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ABDI ScanFast ID:
ABDI takes another giant step in solidifying its leadership position in the access control industry by introducing and then improving the revolutionary ABDI ScanFast ID system.
Integrated fully with its visionary access control systems or
used as a standalone identification system, ABDI addresses gated
community needs with the reliable identification of visitors to the community.
Using ABDI ScanFast ID in conjunction with the its access control solutions permanently
embeds the vehicle driver’s photo identification and data with the resident’s guest list
and the community’s visitor database. Acting as further proof of a visitor entering the
community, ABDI completes the task of positively identifying all visitors.
Furthermore, when the identification card is one of the many forms of identification
(driver’s licenses from the fifty states, U.S. Immigration Green Cards) that the system
recognizes as conforming to system requirements, the information contained in the proof
of identification is distributed into an address-like form which permanently resides in
the database of the resident and the community. In addition the system takes a clear
image of the ID itself. No matter what the form of identification is being used, it will always be fully scanned for permanent proof of community visitation.
Construction crews and construction gates getting you down? Driving you insane?
Use ABDI ScanFast ID as an add-in module upgrade for total identification of contractors, sub-contractors, real estate agents, etc.; proof that they were indeed on the premises at a certain date and time. In the primary stages of community development, each
contractor could have their own listing in the system, and each entry would be identifiable as a visit to the site. The developer, even the HOA or POA can earn profits by actually selling a specific community ID card that would serve the purpose of a recognizable
system ID form for all contractors and service personnel. Permanent proof of community
entry.
ABDI’s ScanFast ID now includes the auto-complete (auto-fill) feature wherein
the scanned name and driver’s license number of the visitor are automatically
filled into the visitor interview dialog box without access control officer manual input, speeding up the entry process dramatically.
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